Frame Tank Installation
INITIAL SETUP

(1-a)

Step 1: When setting up this tank, please make sure that the placement area is
flat (not a slope) and free from stones, roots, or other sharp objects. Unfold the
frame sections.
Step 2: Fold open frame pieces into place, square corners, use hardware provided to secure final frame tank section. (1-a)
Step 3: Unroll or unfold the tank liner and orient inside the frame (Seams should
be parallel to frame, not skewed or diagonal or liner is not straight) (1-b)

(1-b)

Step 4: Use provided zip ties to square corners and temporarily secure inside
frame to hold in place prior to lacing. (1-c)
Step 5: Lace the rope through the grommets and around the frame. (1-d)

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE
Step 1: Prepare the ground for tank placement by leveling the ground and clearing away all rocks, sharp stones, glass or other potentially harmful items.
(1-c)

(1-d)

Step 2 (Optional): Lay out a berm liner or ground cloth (if applicable) in intended
storage area. Berm should be flat and ready for the placement of the tank. If
berm or liner is not being used, a sand layer can also be placed on the ground if
(1-c)
needed for added protection.
Step 3: Unfold the tank. Ensure that the tank liner is not pinched or impeded by
the frame.
Step 4: Prepare your tank to be filled by checking that the discharge valves,
drains and(2-a)
other fittings are closed. Verify that there are no
products or equipment that will get in the way of the tank as it is being filled.

(2-a)

Emptying (2-b)
the Tank: To empty your tank, connect discharge
hoses to the discharge ports. When connected, open the gate or ball valve.
Opening the vent is not required to discharge the liquid. A pump can speed up
the discharge if necessary.

(2-b)
Ask your Product
Specialist about
Accessories!

(+1) 772.646.0597

info@geiworks.com

